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A sequential Monte Carlo approach for marine
ecological prediction
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Department of Mathematics and Statistics, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada B3H 3J5

SUMMARY
This study considers the problem of marine ecological prediction in the context of online estimation and
forecasting. Process oriented dynamic ecosystem models are combined with marine observations. The nonlinear,
nonGaussian state space model provides the statistical framework. The associated ﬁltering (nowcasting) and
prediction (forecasting) problems are addressed via sequential Monte Carlo methods, in this instance a sequential
importance resampler combined with Metropolis-Hastings MCMC. The speciﬁc focus is on a prototypical marine
ecosystem model comprised of four interacting populations (phytoplankton, zooplankton, nutrients and detritus;
PZND) whose co-evolution is described by system of coupled nonlinear differential equations. Stochastic
environmental variation is introduced through a stochastic growth parameter, as well as through dynamical noise
in the state evolution equations. The dynamic behaviour of this stochastic ecosystem model is complex: it
regularly transitions through a Hopf bifurcation and exhibits episodic blooms of variable magnitude and duration.
The model is applied to a case with weak seasonality, that is the oceanic mixed layer in the eastern equatorial
Paciﬁc. A partially observed state is considered comprised of a ﬁve year satellite (SeaWiFS) derived time series of
ocean phytoplankton concentration at 12 N 95 W. Filtering estimates for the ecosystem state and a dynamic
parameter were obtained using the sequential Monte Carlo approach. These showed predictor-corrector behaviour
at observation times, including abrupt shifts in the median level after forecasts over measurement void. A
corresponding variance (also skewness and kurtosis) growth and subsequent collapse was also seen. Forecasting
experiments indicate some negative bias, and suggest there is predictive skill for forecasts out to 10–15 days.
Copyright # 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Prediction for the lower trophic levels of the marine ecosystem has received increased attention in
recent years. This is due to improvements in mathematical models describing the underlying
biological processes, as well as their linkage with ocean circulation models (Fennell and Neumann,
2004). Perhaps, most importantly, during the last decade there has been a revolution in automated
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observation of the microscopic plants (phytoplankton) that are the foundational elements of the marine
ecosystem using ocean optical properties (Cullen et al., 1997). Satellite remote sensing in the visible
and near-infrared bands from ocean colour sensors, such as SeaWiFS and MODIS, now routinely
provide daily global ocean estimates for the plant pigments (chlorophyll) contained in the phytoplankton. In addition, in situ measurements from ocean observing systems, comprised of extensive
mooring arrays measuring oceanographic and meteorological variables, are both underway (Gould,
2003) and planned (Tunnicliffe et al., 2003). The development of analysis methods which effectively
synthesize the information in mechanistic models and observations is a key element for the
advancement of marine ecology. In this study, a statistical-dynamical approach to the prediction
and forecasting of the lower trophic levels of the marine ecosystem is presented.
The major elements to be considered in ecological prediction are dynamic process models and
oceanographic measurements. Marine ecosystem, or biogeochemical, models are posed as nonlinear
systems of coupled ordinary differential equations, but solved numerically as time dependent
difference equations. They typically support complex dynamical behaviour including multiple
equilibrium states, bifurcation points and chaotic dynamics (Edwards, 2001). Further complexity
arises when stochastic environmental forcing is introduced (Bailey et al., 2004). These models are
currently being coupled to ﬂuid dynamic models of ocean circulation, yielding very high-dimensional
problems (Hofmann and Lascara, 1998). Available in situ observations of marine ecological state
variables, such as plankton, are generally sparse, noisy and have multiplicative nonGaussian errors
(Campbell, 1995; Dowd et al., 2003). For emerging ocean prediction systems, observations are
routinely available for only a subset of the prognostic ecosystem variables which lend themselves to
automated analysis, most notably phytoplankton chlorophyll through satellite remote sensing of ocean
colour. Observations of other ecosystem components must rely on dedicated sampling or measurement
programs. However, it is encouraging that some longer and more comprehensive time series are
becoming available at selected global study sites (Siegel et al., 2001).
The problem of combining time-dependent marine ecosystem models with available measurements
(referred to as data assimilation in oceanography) has been approached from a variety of perspectives.
For retrospective analyses or model calibration, a common approach is to estimate unknown or
uncertain parameters of a model using observations of the state (Lawson et al., 1995; Vallino, 2000).
These may be viewed as problems in nonlinear regression (Thompson et al., 2000), but are more
typically treated as inverse problems and solved using optimisation techniques which take advantage
of the time-dependent structure. Evans and Stark (2002) point out, however, that such inverse
approaches have a strong parallel in statistical estimation. To further generalise these hindcasting
approaches to include model errors, stochastic forcing and nonGaussian observations, Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods have also been used, both for ecological parameter estimation
(Harmon and Challenor, 1997) as well as for joint state and parameter estimation (Dowd and Meyer,
2003). Unfortunately, while these MCMC methods are general and ﬂexible (Carlin et al., 1992; Meyer
and Christensen, 2000), they are also computationally costly and not ideally suited for time-dependent
state estimation and prediction.
For real-time nowcasts (ﬁltering) and short-term forecasts (prediction) using dynamic models,
the state space model along with modern sequential Monte Carlo procedures appear promising (Lui
and Chen, 1998). These treat nonlinear time-dependent dynamics and nonGaussian observations by
providing for discrete representations of the time-evolving probability density function (pdf) of the
state, which may be augmented with dynamic parameters (Kitagawa, 1998). Overviews of these
sampling-based solutions can be found in Doucet et al. (2001) and Arulampalam et al. (2002).
Recent studies have argued the potential of these methods for data assimilation in oceanography
Copyright # 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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(Bertino et al., 2003). In marine ecology, for example, experiments have been carried out with the
ensemble Kalman ﬁlter (Allen et al., 2003; Natvik and Evensen, 2003) and sequential importance
resampling (Losa et al., 2003). In this study, we investigate a relatively sophisticated sequential
Monte Carlo method (a sequential importance resampler feeding a Metropolis-Hastings MCMC)
for use in marine ecological forecasting. The major emphasis is on time-dependent online state and
dynamic parameter estimation for complex nonlinear dynamics for the case of a partially observed
state (note that estimating static parameters is not considered here). A stochastic ecosystem model
is used that supports episodic plankton blooms, which are driven by high frequency transitions of a
stochastic dynamic parameter across a bifurcation point. Satellite time series observations for
phytoplankton in the eastern equatorial Paciﬁc from SeaWiFS are to estimate the ecosystem state,
and to assess short-term forecast skill.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the ecological dynamics, the satellite time
series observations, and the state space framework. It also outlines the sequential Monte Carlo method
used to address the associated ﬁltering and prediction problems. In Section 3, the application of the
stochastic dynamic ecological model and results from the ﬁltering and prediction experiments are
given. A discussion and conclusion follows in Section 4.

2. METHODS

2.1. Ecological dynamics
The prototypical marine ecosytem model describes the co-evolution of the following state variables:
phytoplankton P (microscopic plants), zooplankton Z (microscopic animals), nutrients N (dissolved
inorganics), and detritus D (particulate organic non-living matter). These ecological state variables are
generally considered as the foundational elements of the marine ecosystem (Fasham, 1993).
The mathematical form of the PZND model is given by the following system of coupled nonlinear
ordinary differential equations,
dP
¼ f fN; kN gP  lp P  f fP; kP gIZ
dt

ð1Þ

dZ
¼ f fP; kP gIZ  lz Z
dt

ð2Þ

dN
¼ D þ f fP; kP gIZ  f fN; kN gP þ lz Z
dt

ð3Þ

dD
¼ D þ lp P þ ð1    Þf fP; kP gIZ þ ð1  Þlz Z
dt

ð4Þ
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Figure 1. Conceptual diagram of the ecosystem box model. Prognostic ecosystem state variables are phytoplankton (P),
zooplankton (Z), nutrients (N) and detritus (D). Arrows represent the direction of mass, or nutrient, ﬂuxes between these
populations

A conceptual diagram of the model is given in Figure 1 and describes the linkages amongst these
ecosystem state variables. The state variables and parameters used in equations (1)–(4) are
summarised in Table 1. The nondimensional modulation functions f are of the form
f fX; kX g ¼
Table 1.
Quantity
(i) State variables
P
Z
N
D
(ii) Parameters
kN

lp
I
kP


X
kX þ X

ð5Þ

Deﬁnition of terms in the ecosystem model

Units
gC=m3
gC=m3
gC=m3
gC=m3

Value
Eqn.
Eqn.
Eqn.
Eqn.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

gC=m3
d1
d1
d1
gC=m3
—

0.2
0.14
0.1
0.6
0.1
0.3



—

0.4

lz



d1
—
d1

0.1
0.5
0.1

Deﬁnition
Phytoplankton concentration
Zooplankton concentration
Nutrients concentration
Detritus concentration
Rate constant for N uptake by P
P growth rate (photosynthesis)
Loss/mortality term for P
Ingestion rate of P by Z
Rate constant for Z ingestion of P
Assim fraction for Z ingested
ration
Excreted fraction for Z ingested
ration
Loss/mortality term for Z
Fraction of Z loss to N
Remineralisation rate of D to N

For each quantity the following information is given: units, its numerical value (or its source), and a brief deﬁnition. Here gC
denotes grams carbon, m is metres, and d is days.
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where X in the above is one of P or N, and kX is the rate constant. State variables and model parameters
are nonnegative. The right hand side of equations (1)–(4) describes the cycling of matter between the
ecosystem components. Each term represent a mass ﬂux associated with a particular ecological
process, the sign corresponding to the direction of mass ﬂow as indicated by arrows in Figure 1. State
variables are measured in units of a most limiting nutrient (usually nitrogen), but are expressed here in
units of carbon concentration equivalents (gC=m3 ) (Steele and Henderson, 1981). Since the sum of the
right hand side of equations (1)–(4) is zero, the system conserves its total mass, which is speciﬁed by
initial conditions. In practice, the system is solved numerically as difference equations.
Three major ecological processes are described by this model:
1. Photosynthetic production: f fN; kN gP represents the conversion of inorganic N to organic P by
photosynthesis.
2. Predator-prey interactions: f fP; kP gIZ describes the ﬂux of P to herbivorous Z through grazing.
3. Biogeochemistry: D is the ﬂux of organic matter D to inorganic N by marine bacteria
(remineralisation).
Mortality (loss) processes are described by lp and lz , for P and Z respectively. The ingested ration of P
by Z is partitioned amongst assimilated fraction for tissue growth , metabolic excretion , and fecal
production 1    . The parameter  partitions Z losses between N and D. This ecological model is
based on a simpliﬁed version of the one in Dowd (2005) and details can be found there. PZND models
are the basis for most current descriptions of marine ecology and ocean biogeochemistry (Fennell and
Neumann, 2004). The emphasis here is on variability in photosynthetic growth processes, due to its
central role in the ecological dynamics.
The ecosystem model was applied to the eastern equatorial Paciﬁc. This region is characterised by
weak seasonality but strong synoptic (meteorological) variability, as well as interannual changes as a
result of climatic processes such as El Niño (Talley et al., 2005). The ocean biogeochemistry in this
region, as deﬁned by (1)–(4), takes place in the oceanic-mixed layer, that is the upper  50 m
(Edwards et al., 2004). Stochastic environmental and biological variability was included through the
following processes: (i) photosynthetic production is described by the daily averaged growth rate
parameter . This was considered here as a stochastic dynamic parameter driven by changes in surface
and underwater light ﬁeld (clouds, water properties), as well as the interaction of phytoplankton
photosynthetic physiology with light and mixed layer physics (Denman and Gargett, 1983; Cullen and
Lewis, 1988); (ii) dynamical noise occurs due from turbulent mixing and associated mass ﬂuxes; these
were included as an additive error term for each of (1)–(4) (Bailey et al., 2004; Monahan and Denman,
2004). Note that the remaining static parameters are assumed ﬁxed and known, with their values taken
from ﬁeld and lab studies (cf. Dowd, 2005).
2.2. Observations
Satellite ocean colour imagery were used to provided time series of P concentration. These data were
obtained from NASA’s SeaWiFS satellite which provides calibrated quantitative data on global ocean
optical properties (Hooker and McClain, 2000). The concentration of plant pigments (chlorophyll) in
the upper ocean can be derived from these ocean colour data (O’Reilly et al., 1998). For this study,
SeaWiFS imagettes were extracted for a 30 km box centred at 12 N 95 W in the eastern tropical
Paciﬁc for the period from late 1997 to mid 2002. Since a large portion of these SeaWiFS chlorophyll
were obscured by clouds or otherwise contaminated, all valid pixels within the imagettes were
Copyright # 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 2. Satellite derived time series of phytoplankton biomass concentration from SeaWiFS in the eastern equatorial Paciﬁc
(12c ircN 95 W). Dates here indicate the beginning of calendar year

spatially and temporally averaged to yield a representative point measures of chlorophyll on an
approximately weekly basis. Chlorophyll was converted to carbon concentrations using a carbon to
cholorphyll ratio of 100 (Cloern et al., 1995). The terms ‘phytoplankton’ and ‘chlorophyll’ are used
interchangeably hereafter.
The resultant phytoplankton time series is shown in Figure 2. There are 190 data points distributed
over the approximately 5-year period. The shortest sampling interval is approximately weekly, but at
times valid observations are absent for up to a month or more. The series exhibits plankton blooms
which are quasi-periodic and irregular in their magnitude, shape and duration. These may to be linked
to climatic processes.1 It is well established that bio-optical cholophyll measurements follow a
lognormal distribution (Campbell, 1995). Examination of the extensive comparisons of in situ and
SeaWiFS derived chlorophyll estimates compiled by O’Reilly et al. (1998) and McClain et al. (2000)
lead us to choose a standard deviation  ¼ 0:3 for the lognormal distribution which characterises
observation uncertainty.
2.3. State space framework
The nonlinear and nonGaussian state space model provides the basis for combining ecological
dynamics with measurements. The vector xt represents the state of the ecological system at time t. It
includes the abundances of P, Z, N and D, as well as the current value of the time-varying stochastic
parameter  (Kitagawa, 1998). The model and measurement equations are:
xt ¼ ðxt1 ; vt Þ

ð6Þ

yt ¼ ht ðxt ; nt Þ

ð7Þ

The state evolution equation (6) is comprised of a Markovian transition linking xt with xt1 . The
discrete version of the nonlinear dynamics of equations (1)–(4) are embodied in the time-invariant
1
The beginning of the record in late 1997 to mid 1998 was a strong El Niño period. This rapidly transitioned to a La Niña in mid-1998
to early 2000 after which the equatorial Paciﬁc remained in a neutral phase until the end of the analysis period in mid-2002.
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operator . System noise vt includes the stochastic forcing for  and the dynamical noise processes.
The measurement equation (7) links the observations yt with the state xt incorporating the measurement error nt. As deﬁned for this study the operator ht is straightforward: only P is observed
directly, but not at all model time steps. Both vt and nt and assumed uncorrelated in time, and with one
another.
Deﬁne the cumulative observation set as Y ¼ ðy01 ; . . . ; y0 Þ0 and consider a particular time t.
Determination of the pdf pðxt j Y Þ provides a solution for (6)–(7). On this basis, three categories of
problem are deﬁned: (i) t <  or smoothing; (ii) t ¼  or ﬁltering; and (iii) t >  or prediction. In this
study, the focus is on ﬁltering and prediction.
Suppose we are given pðxt1 j Yt1 Þ, or the joint pdf of xt1 given all information (observations) up
to and including time t  1. For online estimation, the target distribution of interest is pðxt j Yt Þ. The
single stage transition involves two steps:
1. Prediction (or forecast):
Z
pðxt j Yt1 Þ ¼

pðxt j xt1 Þ pðxt1 j Yt1 Þdxt1

ð8Þ

2. Measurement (or update):
pðxt j Yt Þ / pðyt j xt Þ pðxt j Yt1 Þ

ð9Þ

Prediction relies on knowledge of the state at the previous time pðxt1 j Yt1 Þ which is multipled by a
transition density pðxt j xt1 Þ identiﬁed with the dynamical prediction (6). Marginalisation over xt1
yields the predictive density pðxt j Yt1 Þ. At the measurement step, the newly available observation, yt ,
is used to update the predictive density according to Bayes formula to yield pðxt j Yt Þ. This uses the
likelihood pðyt j xt Þ, and treats the predictive density pðxt j Yt1 Þ as the prior.
Only for a very restricted class of problems can these quantities be computed analytically, most notably
the Kalman ﬁlter for the linear, Gaussian version of Equations (6) and (7). There are many approximate
solutions for the ﬁltering problem for nonlinear and/or nonGaussian systems. Examples include the
extended Kalman ﬁlter (Jazwinski, 1970), the ensemble Kalman ﬁlter (Evensen, 2003), the Gaussian sum
ﬁlter (Alspach and Sorenson, 1972), the dynamic generalised linear model (West et al., 1985) and the
nonGaussian ﬁlter (Kitagawa, 1987). MCMC approaches can also be used to treat the general smoothing
problem (Carlin et al., 1992). Sequential Monte Carlo methods have, however, become established as
efﬁcient and effective sampling-based solutions to the general ﬁltering problem (e.g. Gordon et al., 1993;
Kitagawa, 1996; Lui and Chen, 1998; Doucet, 2001; Arulampalam et al., 2002).
In this study, sequential Monte Carlo methods were used to solve the ﬁltering problem, or to carry
out the single stage transition from pðxt1 j Yt1 Þ to pðxt j Yt Þ involving prediction (8) and measurement
(9). They rely on discrete representations of the relevant pdfs. At time t  1 we are given
n
o
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
xt1 j t1 ; wt1  pðxt1 j Yt1 Þ
ðiÞ

where the above notation says that xt1 j t1 ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; m, are m weighted samples from
ðiÞ
pðxt1 j Yt1 Þ, where the associated weights are wt1 . Prediction (8) and measurement (9) then
occur as
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ðiÞ

ðiÞ

ðiÞ

ðiÞ

1. Prediction: The model (6) updates particle positions: xt j t1 ¼ ðxt1 j t1 ; vt Þ where vt is an
independent realisation of the system noise. This yields
n
o
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
xt j t1 ; wt1  pðxt j Yt1 Þ
ðiÞ

ðiÞ

ðiÞ

2. Measurement: Weights are then updated as wt ¼ wt1 pðyt j xt j t1 Þ, and re-normalised so that
n
o n
o
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
¼ xt j t ; wt
 pðxt j Yt Þ
xt j t1 ; wt
Note that this particular weight update deﬁnes the importance density as the prediction density
pðxt j Yt1 Þ, but other choices are possible (Liu and Chen, 1998).
The above procedure represents sequential importance sampling, and has the well known
problem of sample degeneracy wherein after a few time steps only a few particles have nonnegligible
weights (Kong et al., 1994). To alleviate this sample degeneracy, a weighted resampling (with
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
replacement) of fxt j t ; wt g is generally carried out (Gordon et al., 1993). This provides for an
(unweighted) sample
n o
ðiÞ
xt j t  pðxt j Yt Þ
ðiÞ

where all the wt ¼ 1=m after resampling. The issue with this sequential importance resampling (SIR)
procedure is sample impoverishment, wherein the particle ensemble may have a large number of
repeated copies due to resampling.
In this study, it was found that when SIR as carried out according to the above procedure, the particle
ensemble became impoverised due to the abrupt corrections and variance collapse at measurement times
(see Subsection 3.2). Motivated by Gilks and Berzuini (2001), the particle ensemble was transformed by
feeding the results from the SIR procedure into a Metropolis-Hastings MCMC algorithm. The end result
ðiÞ
was that an improved sample fxt j t g of the posterior pðxt j Yt Þ was obtained. The details and rationale for
this procedure for the state space model are given in Appendix A.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Stochastic dynamic model
The ecosystem model (1)–(4) was discretised using a Euler method. A unit time increment in what
follows corresponds to one day. An ecological refuge was included wherein each of the state variables
are restricted to not drop below 1 percent of their equilibrium values (deﬁned below). This both
enforces nonnegativity and provides for a seed populations, which in practice results from spatial
patchiness.
Results from a deterministic simulation (i.e. time integration of (1)–(4), or equivalently (6) with
vt ¼ 0) are shown in Figure 3. Initial conditions are taken as the equilibrium points, deﬁned as the
values of the state variables where the time derivatives of (1)–(4) vanish (P ¼ 0:125; Z  ¼
7:08  103 ; N  ¼ 0:764; D ¼ 0:136). Results are reported as phase plane plots wherein pairwise
combinations of the ecosystem state variables are plotted against one another. The trajectories each
Copyright # 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 3. Phase plots for pairwise combinations of the ecosystem state variables. In all cases, the system is started at the
equilibrium point (dot) and spirals outwards as time progresses to achieve a periodic steady state or limit cycle

start in the vicinity of the equilibrium point and spiral outwards until a limit cycle is achieved. The
variable pairs (P; N), (D; P) and (D; N) are tightly coupled and nearly in phase; variable pairs involving
Z are in near quadrature. The nonelliptical shapes results from model nonlinearities. Once the periodic
steady state is reached, the deterministic simulation has regular and repeating cycles with a period
slightly less than 1 year.
The growth rate parameter  varies due to changes in environmental conditions and physiological
adapatation. Figure 4 shows how varying  in the deterministic case produces a Hopf bifurcation near
 ¼ 0:13. As  increases the position of equilibrium points in state space change, and the character of
these point alters from a stable attractor at low , to a periodic point as  increases. The case where
 < 0:12 may be viewed as one where the biology is turned off, that is almost all the mass of the
system resides in inorganic N. Increasing  beyond this activates the biology and initiates the cycling
of nutrients amongst the ecosystem components.
Stochastic environmental variations were speciﬁed through both a dynamic parameter and through
the state evolution equations according to the following:
Copyright # 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 4. Hopf bifurcation for ecosystem state variables resulting from varying the parameter . For  below bifurcation point,
the solid line represents the equilibrium value for the ecosystem state variables (stable attractor). For  above this value, it
represents upper and lower limits of a periodic orbit, with the gray shaded area indicating the range

1. Growth rate : The mean value, , is 0.14 and its daily variability, , follows an AR(1) process,
that is
t ¼ t1 þ "t
where  ¼ 0:9 and "t  NIDð0; 0:01Þ. The daily varying growth rate is reconstructed as
t ¼  þ 3t . These values are reasonable for a depth averaged mixed layer  computed with
representative light levels. The decorrelation time matches that of the meteorological band. With t
as deﬁned above, the ecosystem will regularly transition across the bifurcation point.
2. Dynamical noise: Additive zero-mean normally distributed i.i.d. noise was added to each of the
discretised (1)–(4). Its standard deviation is 0:01  X  , where X  is one of P , Z  , N  and D . These
values are the same order of magnitude as those of Bailey et al. (2004).
These complete the speciﬁcation of the state Equation (6). The remaining parameters are assumed
ﬁxed and known. Note that the stochastic system is constructed to conserve total mass in an ensemble
sense such that its expected value remains constant.2
Figure 5 shows a realisation of the stochastic simulation. The effect of adding stochastic variability
is dramatic when compared to the regular cycles of the deterministic system. The realisation exhibits
irregular and aperiodic oscillations punctuated by periods of little biological activity. These are due

2
During simulation, the dynamical noise acts as source and sink terms which changes the total mass. Careful treatment of the
ecological refuge is required to prevent model drift.
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Figure 5. Sample realisation generated from the stochastic ecosystem model. Shown is time evolution for all ecosystem state
variables based on a 9-year model integration

largely to t which acts on the system at relatively short periods (weeks). However, the emergent
response is that of episodic plankton blooms with a much longer period.
Figure 6 shows the kernel smoothed long-run equilibrium pdfs associated with each of the
ecosystem state variables. The biotic components P, Z and D are strongly right skewed, reﬂecting
the fact that the system is most often in a state of relatively inactive biology with episodic blooms
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Figure 6. Estimated long run, or equilibrium, kernel smoothed equilibrium probability density functions for the ecosystem
state variables
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occuring occasionally. Similar reasoning explains why the N pdf is left skewed. The timescale for the
system to reach a statistical steady state was determined using a scaled Kullback-Liebler divergence
metric. This quantiﬁed the approach of the state to its equilibrium pdf, starting from a known initial
state, which was taken here to be the equilibrium values (P ; Z  ; N  ; D ). The Kullback-Leibler
divergence falls off exponentially with a timescale for system adjustment of around 30 days for all
ecosystem state variables.
3.2. Filtering and prediction
In order to combine the satellite phytoplankton measurements with the ecological dynamics, the ﬁltering
problem was treated with the sequential Monte Carlo method of section 2.3. A particle ensemble with 104
members was used as the basis for representing the ecosystem state. The state evolution equations (6)
were implemented as in section 3.1. The measurement Equation (7) considers only phytoplankton
¼ Pt expðnt Þ where nt  NIDð0; 0:3Þ (see section 2.2). The analysis
observations and takes the form Pobs
t
period coincides with the observation period. Initial conditions for the ecosystem state took the form of a
diffuse prior, with the result that the pdfs were effectively reset upon encountering the ﬁrst observation
(the initial conditions have little inﬂuence on the remainder of the analysis). The SIR procedure used the
resampler of Kitagawa (1996), and the MCMC step was based on the Metropolis-Hasting algorithm
outlined in Appendix 1.
Filtering results for the observable state variable P are given in Figure 7. These show the timevarying estimates for P reported in terms of the median and approximate 95 percent conﬁdence
intervals. Figure 7a shows the full analysis period, while Figure 7b zooms in on the central time period
(mid-1999 to mid-2000) corresponding to the largest plankton bloom. The median of P follows closely
the observations. Abrupt jumps occur when a new observation is encountered after a smooth model
forecast over an observation void. A related feature is also evident in the conﬁdence intervals: the
width of the conﬁdence interval increases exponentially during the forecast phase, and then abruptly
decreases as additional measurement information is incorporated into the ﬁlter estimate of the state.
The ﬁlter also reconstructs estimates for unobserved state variables (Z, N, D) and the dynamic
parameter () using the dynamical linkages. These are given in Figure 8. The estimated Z shows
episodic blooms whose peaks lag slightly those in the corresponding P series, with magnitudes which
depend on the recent time history of P. The width of the conﬁdence interval scales with this
magnitude. The N values generally decline over the analysis period, with a pronounced dip during the
2000 bloom (this reﬂects the general upward trend of P over the course of the analysis period and is not
due to nonconservative mass). The D series is a near mirror image of the N series. All the unobserved
state variables exhibit similar growth in the width of the 95 percent conﬁdence interval over the
observation voids between P measurements. Abrupt changes are less evident in the unobservables
since the dynamical linkages lead to low pass ﬁltering properties. The recovered time series for the
parameter  shows how the observations and dynamics together estimate the high-frequency changes
in this dynamic parameter. The autocorrelation of the estimated  series is consistent with the
postulated AR(1) process, but there is some evidence of nonnormality (heavy tails).
Figure 9 shows the time evolution of the kernel smoothed pdf for P during a 100-day time period
centered around the year 2000 plankton bloom. Its most obvious feature is the abrupt shifting of the
mean level of the pdf, as well as the corresponding decrease in variance, which occurs as
measurements are encountered after forecasting over an observation void. Asymmetry in the pdf is
evident at low P. Variance increase are seen with greater P abundance, and are consistent with the
lognormal observation errors.
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Figure 7. Filtering results for the observed state variable P. Shown are the ﬁlter estimate of the median (black line), the
observations (dots), the approximate 95 per cent conﬁdence intervals (gray shaded area). a: Results for the full analysis period
from mid-1997 to mid-2002. b: Results for the central time period as designated in panel a by the vertical-dashed lines

The moments for the ﬁlter estimated P from mid-1999 to mid-2000 are given in Figure 10. The
mean level shows similar patterns to the median. The variance scales with the mean level and shows
exponential growth between observation times due to prediction uncertainty. For low P abundance,
skewness and kurtosis increase between observation times with maximal values corresponding to the
longest forecasts. An interesting feature is that skewness, and to a lesser extent kurtosis, shows
a pronounced dip at the bloom peak implying that far from edge effects (nonnegativity constraints) the
P distribution is closer to normal.
Forecast errors are deﬁned as the difference between a P observation and the median value of the
associated forecast ensemble at that time. The forecast period is the time difference between the last
observation used to create the forecast ensemble, and the (future) observation used to compute the
forecast error. (Note then that, a forecast period of zero yields the analysis errors at the measurement
time.) Forecast errors were compiled for all possible forecasts for periods up to 50 days. These were
binned on a roughly weekly basis to reﬂect the sampling interval (and allow a sufﬁcient number of
realisations for summary statistics to be compiled). Figure 11 reports some properties of these forecast
errors. Figure 11a indicates that the root mean square (RMS) forecast error increases from the analysis
RMS error of 0.01, until it asymptotes after 30 days to around 0.05. This overall error includes
Copyright # 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 8. Filtering results for the unobserved state variables Z, N and D, as well as the dynamic parameter . The median
(black line) is given for all state variables. For Z, N and D the approximate 95 per cent conﬁdence intervals are also shown
(gray-shaded area)

components due to both bias and variance. Figure 11b shows that the forecast errors have a negative
bias which increases linearly with the forecast period. This under-forecasting is pronounced for low
values of P since, relative to the SeaWiFS observations, the model system under-predicts P when the
biology is turned off (see Figure 5). The forecast errors also exhibit signiﬁcant variability. Figure 11c
shows the forecast error standard deviation (the variability about their respective weekly means).

Figure 9. Time evolution of the pro pdf for P as estimated by the ﬁlter. The period covered is 100 days. The beginning of the
2000 calendar year is indicated
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Figure 10. Time evolution of the moments for estimated phytoplankton P. The time period here is from mid-1999 to mid-2000
as indicated in Figure 7. Observation times are shown as dots along the time axis

These resemble the overall RMS error, but have slightly lower values. On the basis of these forecast
diagnostics, it is concluded that the system may have useful predictive skill out to 10–15 days.
However, the estimated uncertainty of model forecasts grows rapidly when unconstrained by
observations.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This study has considered the problem of marine ecological prediction using dynamic population
models together with observations. The general nonlinear, nonGaussian state space model provided a
unifying statistical framework for considering the joint estimation of the time varying ecological state
and parameters. Like Meyer and Christensen (2000), the emphasis of this study is on the use of
sampling-based Monte Carlo methods for estimation in a complex nonlinear system. Other studies in
marine ecological data assimilation are concerned primarily with hindcasting the system state and
parameter estimation (e.g. Lawson et al., 1995; Harmon and Challenor, 1997; Dowd and Meyer, 2003;
Allen et al., 2003). The focus here, however, is on sequential methods for online state, and dynamic
parameter, estimation (ﬁltering and prediction) in the context of a dynamically complex stochastic
marine ecosystem model.
The simpliﬁed PZND ecosystem model used in this study provides a mathematical description of
the time-evolution of the lower trophic levels of the marine ecosystem (Fasham, 1993; Fennel and
Neumann, 2004). Ecological dynamics are described as coupled nonlinear ODEs, which are
discretised and numerically solved as difference equations. The dynamical behaviour supported by
the PZND model is very complex (Edwards, 2001). Stochastic ecological dynamics were applied here
for the oceanic mixed layer for the case of weak seasonality, such as found in equatorial regions.
Quasi-regular time series measurements of one component of the ecosystem state, P, were obtained
Copyright # 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 11. Forecast errors statistics for phytoplankton, P, for forecast periods up to 50 days. a: Overall RMS forecast error. b:
Bias of the forecast error. c: Standard deviation of the forecast error

from the SeaWiFS satellite from the eastern tropical Paciﬁc. This conﬁguration mimics a prototype
ocean forecasting system wherein only one of the ecosystem components is routinely observable, and
information on the other components must be diagnosed via dynamical relations.
Environmental and biological stochasticity are important drivers for population dynamics in
general (Marion et al., 2000; Bjørnstad and Grenfell, 2001), and the PZND ecosystem in particular
(Bailey et al., 2004). Dynamical noise was appended to the PZND state evolution equations to
represent mixing or model error (cf. Monahan and Denman, 2003). The primary source of
stochasticity was introduced through the parameter , the daily growth rate of phytoplankton, and
the other parameters are considered ﬁxed. This stochastic dynamic parameter varies due to changes in
the underwater light ﬁeld and physiological adaptations by phytoplankton (Denman and Gargett,
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1983; Cullen and Lewis, 1988). Variations in  followed an AR(1) model with a decorrelation timescale of 7–10 days (the meteorological band). Analysis of the deterministic system indicated that a
Hopf bifurcation occurred with respect to . The stochastic process for  thus ensured that the system
frequently transitioned across this bifurcation point. A rich set of dynamical behaviour emerged which
supported episodic plankton blooms with variable timing, duration and magnitude, and consistent with
plankton observations from the eastern tropical Paciﬁc.
A major goal of this study was to investigate the use of modern sequential Monte Carlo methods as
a basis for ocean ecosystem nowcasting and forecasting. These sampling-based solutions for
nonlinear, nonGaussian systems allow determination of the time evolution of the pdf of the ecosystem
state, or any desired summary quantity. Filtered state estimates showed the expected predictor/
corrector behaviour, that is a smooth forecast with exponentially increasing variance, followed by an
abrupt correction and variance collapse once an observation is encountered. At each measurement
step, sequential importance resampling (Gordon et al., 1993; Kitagawa, 1996) followed by Metropolis-Hastings MCMC step (Appendix A) provided samples (or particles) from the posterior
distribution of the ecosystem state vector and for the dynamic growth rate parameter. Such a hybrid
procedure avoids sample impoverishment (Gilks and Berzuini, 2001). The estimation of static
parameters has not been considered in this study; these quantities were assumed known based on
literature values (cf. Dowd, 2005). Inclusion of MCMC procedures into the particle ﬁlter may provide
a means for their estimation (Lee and Chia, 2002).
From an implementation perspective, sequential Monte Carlo algorithms are straightforward to
apply, but computationally intensive. This has motivated simpliﬁed algorithms such as the ensemble
Kalman ﬁlter (Evensen, 2003) which has been used in marine ecology (Allen et al., 2003; Natvik and
Evensen, 2003). This method uses the prediction step of (8), but replaces the measurement step with
the Kalman ﬁlter updating equations. In contrast, this study gave particular attention to the
measurement step through use of the hybrid SIR/MCMC procedure. (Little emphasis was given to
computational considerations since they were quite reasonable for the problem under consideration).
However, it is also clear that for high-dimensional problems, such as when ecosystem models coupled
to ocean circulation models, computational considerations and effective approximations are important
(Bertino et al., 2003).
To assess predictive skill, forecasts for the observable state variable P were examined.
Prediction errors are central diagnostics for the linear, Gaussian state space model (e.g. Harvey,
1989), and are also readily computed for the nonlinear and nonGaussian case. As an outer bound
on forecast skill, note that the adjustment time-scale for the system to approach the equilibrium
pdf, as measured here via the Kullback-Liebler divergence, was of order 30 days. (Interestingly,
this matches the results from stability analysis of the deterministic system). Forecast errors
showed a negative bias, and an increase in variance until an asymptote is reached at about 30 days.
The rate of change in the RMS forecast error suggest there may be useful forecast skill out to
10–15 days.
In summary, sequential Monte Carlo methods are becoming established as a general approach for
the analysis of dynamic systems (e.g. Doucet, 2001). Realistic applications requires one to give careful
consideration to the interaction of the dynamics and the estimation problem. Results here suggest that
Monte Carlo ﬁltering appears promising for addressing the prediction problem for nonlinear, partially
observable ecosystem models. They may also facilitate Bayesian model identiﬁcation and selection
(Carlin and Chib, 1995), which is an important for determining ecological model structure and
complexity. It is hoped that this study will motivate further application of these general and ﬂexible
state space approaches to realistic problems in marine ecology.
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APPENDIX

A. Metropolis-Hastings algorithm for state space ﬁltering
In Section 2.3, it was indicated that Metropolis Hastings (M-H) algorithm is appended to the
sequential importance resampling (SIR) procedure at the measurement (update) step. This
improves the properties of the particle ensemble as a discrete representation of pðxt j Yt Þ by
eliminating particle repeats due to resampling (sample impoverishment). M-H algorithms proceed
by drawing a candidate xt from a trial distribution, followed by computation of an acceptance
probability (e.g. Chib and Greenberg, 1995). Below, this procedure is outlined for the ﬁltering
problem of this study.
For state space models it is difﬁcult to evaluate the posterior directly. Consider the following
pðxt j Yt Þ / pðyt j xt Þ  pðxt j Yt1 Þ
Z
/ pðyt j xt Þ  pðxt j xt1 Þ pðxt1 j Yt1 Þdxt1
If xt can be drawn from pðxt j Yt1 Þ ¼
probability is

R

pðxt j xt1 Þpðxt1 j Yt1 Þdxt1 then the M-H acceptance
0

1

pðy
j
x
Þ
t
t A
 ¼ min@1;
r;ðiÞ
pðyt j xt j t Þ
r;ðiÞ

which requires only a straightforward evaluation of a likelihood ratio. The particle xt j t in the
denominator is the ith resampled particle after SIR (but before the M-H-based adjustment of its
position).
The above procedure requires draws (candidate) samples from pðxt j Yt1 Þ. Note that the particle
ensemble associated with the previous ﬁlter estimate is available as
n

o
m;ðiÞ
xt1 j t1  pðxt1 j Yt1 Þ;
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m;ðiÞ

where xt1 j t1 is the ith particle after both the SIR and the M-H steps. Since each of these are equally
likely, one is randomly chosen one as precursor candidate xt1 j t1 . To generate the required random
sample from pðxt j Yt1 Þ, xt1 j t1 is then passed through the state evolution Equation (6), that is


ðiÞ
xt j t1 ¼  xt1 j t1 ; vt
with vt being an independent realisation of the system noise. This moves the particle and provides for
the required candidate drawn from the predictive distribution pðxt j Yt1 Þ. It is designated xt ¼ xt j t1 .
These xt from the above are used for the evaluation of the acceptance probability  above. Other
than the above procedure for generating candidates, the M-H algorithm proceeds in the standard
fashion. The end result is a set of particles which are the desired draws from the posterior
n o n
o
ðiÞ
m;ðiÞ
 pðxt j Yt Þ
xt j t ¼ xt j t
The procedure outlined above is a speciﬁc application of the resample-move algorithm of Gilks and
Berzuini (2001). It is tailored speciﬁcally for state space models and the ﬁltering problem. Note that in
the analysis of this paper the SIR step could be omitted altogether, but then Markov chain would then
require a burn-in period since it would not be able to start with draws from the posterior (which are
provided by SIR).
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